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Welcome to the Clinical Documentation / E&M
Remote Workshop!
To attend the remote workshop, click on the title or video thumbnail of each presentation. MedAxiom monitors the views on these
videos. Feel free to share within your organization, but please do not share this document or the videos outside of it.
If you have any questions, please contact MedAxiom at 904.249.1880 or customer_support@medaxiom.com.

Clinical Documentation Improvement – Why It Matters

CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW

We hear about “quality metrics,” MACRA, ACOs and “population health approach,” etc.
What is the impact of the evolution of health care on the Revenue Cycle? This high-level
presentation focuses on the fundamental understanding of the transformation of health care,
the impact of clinical documentation, the Revenue Cycle and ICD-10.

Evaluation and Management 101 – Part 1
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This two-part session focuses on the documentation requirements for E&M services, including
critical care, teaching physician and NPP guidelines. Understand the differences in the 1995
and 1997 CMS E&M Coding Guidelines and specific payer guidance available. Areas covered:
how to use the E&M audit tool to breakdown the E&M levels into easy manageable steps,
common areas of risk, frequently asked questions and potential solutions to audit challenges.

NPP Guidelines
This presentation reviews: NPP Guidelines, Teaching Physician Guidelines, Other E&M
Categories (Critical Care, Obs, etc.), Different payer (MACs) guidance available and
FAQs from MAC.
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Evaluation and Management 101 – Part 2
This is the second part of the Evaluation and Management 101 2-part presentation.
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Case Studies - Apply E&M Guidelines
Participants have the opportunity to audit and discuss real world Cardiovascular
specific scenarios.
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ICD-10-CM Updates
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Are you coding to the highest level of specificity contained in your documentation? This session
focuses on the continued impact of ICD-10 CM coding. What role does clinical documentation
play? What can you and your providers do to ensure accurate submission of diagnosis codes
and HCC assignment? Includes key ICD-10 diagnosis coding rules for cardiovascular services.

E&M Modifiers
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Correct modifier use is an important part of avoiding non-compliance issues. One of the
top billing errors determined by federal, state and private payers involves the incorrect use
of modifiers. Some of the topics discussed in this presentation include appropriate use of
modifier 25, global service modifiers and understanding CCI edits.

What’s New with E&M Services?
This session covers new or revised E&M services, including the transitional care codes,
advanced care planning codes, chronic care codes and telemedicine, etc.
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Understanding the MedAxiom Riskometer and CMS E&M Bell Curves
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Are you using data to monitor your physician trends? Review tools that can assist with
understanding the distribution of utilization by code within each E&M category. The data is
provided by specialty and shows how physicians are using E&M codes. If the physician(s) in
your practice are outside the expected use of E&M codes, there is some risk of audit.

Creating and Managing an Audit Program
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Being proactive and creating and implementing a physician audit program is essential. Learn
how to create an audit plan, document education/compliance activities. This session provides
a look at some best practices of managing your audit program within your organization. What
are you reviewing now? What steps are you documenting in your risk assessment? Do your
“corrective action” plans correct the problem? New 60-day Overpayment Rule: avoid errors
and noncompliance penalties.

Compliance & Auditing in EMR and the 2017 Forecast
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This presentation looks at the risks of the electronic health record, common issues found in
EMR chart auditing, and strategies and challenges for the coder/auditor to insure compliance
and accuracy of the health record. Plus, what will impact the Cardiovascular Service Line
for 2017? This session focuses on the most up-to-date information affecting cardiovascular
services, billing and reimbursement for the new year.

